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Ment-2B Agribusiness Ltd 

 

Marc, Hinke Therrien 

Annelies, Emilie & Natalie 

hmturkeyfarm@outlook.com 

Marc: 780-887-0351 

Hinke 780-893-8225 

 

Poultry Farmers near a Resource Extraction site: 
Locally Owned Family farm 
1.6 Million Kgs annually of turkey meat 
1.9 Million Kgs annually with turkey and chicken  
3 employees besides ourselves.  
8 Barns, some fully enclosed and some open sided. 

 

How would mining affect our farm and our birds? 

 

1. Risk of “piling” causing uninsurable losses due to 

unhabituated noise, flashing light, light refractions etc. 

- Piling caused by quad on Adjacent SIL property 

  

           

2. Avian influenza if a wetland is created.  

- Wild birds a source especially waterfowl 

- Currently in an Avian Influenza crisis.  

- Just lost all my birds due to the disease fall/2022.  

 

 

 

 





Comparative Setbacks: 
 

Sturgeon County 
Sand and Gravel to multi-lot subdivision    800m 
Multi-lot subdivision to Sand and Gravel    800m 
Multi-lot subdivision to ILO (farm)               800m 
ILO (farm) to multi-lot subdivision               800m 
Sand and Gravel to ILO (farm)                   ?800m? 

 
Our proposition to Sturgeon County is they implement setbacks for sand and gravel extraction 
from our farm at 800m. This is consistent with other sets-backs in place when looking at 
comparative data. 

 

Natural Resource Conservation Board: 

 From our farm to: 
 Another agricultural Resident                455m 
 Another county residential                     607m 
 Industrial or commercial house             759m* 
 Village and/or town                                 1214m 
         *Custom setbacks from our farm 

 

This proposed setback is also in line with the setbacks we have from NRCB. 

 

 

400 meters from residence but only 6 meters from the barn. 

 



Questions for Sturgeon County? 

 

1. Can we have a setback clause to Intensive livestock operation (ILO)? 

2. Can we consider setback clause to Barns? Not just residence. 

3. Who will enforce these new operator requirements? We are a complaint-based bylaw 

system which will be too late for us as we will have livestock death. 

4.  If I have a noise issue and it has impacted my business due to livestock death how will 

that be dealt with? Who is liable? How do I ensure the death would be covered? 

 

Only 2% of Canadians are farmers animal production is a drop in the bucket. We will have 

unique needs to keep farming. 



From: Raymond Soetaert
To: Legislative Services
Subject: RERR
Date: February 14, 2023 1:54:52 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach out
to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

One of the questions I have asked from the beginning and have not received an answer to is
this:
Why is there a different set back for individual dwellings ( 400 m) and multi lot subdivisions
(800 m)
What makes my life style, property, less valuable that someone in a subdivision?
Ray Soetaert
Member at Large
CVSG committee



From: Diane Pysmeny
To: Legislative Services; Jason Berry; Jason Berry Candidate
Subject: Fwd: Resource Extraction Public Hearing
Date: March 3, 2023 9:13:39 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach out
to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

Firstly I would like to thank your Planning team for the excellent presentation made at the
January meeting and all the work they have put into this project including the extensive public
engagement.

I would like Council to take into consideration the following concerns I still have as a rural
resident of Division 6.

Setbacks:
I still do not agree or understand why farming residents v's sub division residents are being
treated differently. In the current bylaw and the proposed bylaw in my opinion farm houses are
being treated as second class citizens where a lower setback of 400 metres from the corner of
my home is acceptable. 

I do not see the logic for this. Treat all residents the same - 800 metres from any home.

Enforcement:
I do hope in your planning for this you have included extra enforcement staff instead of
spreading your current staff thiner?

As a resident in 2010 I endured over 20 oil wells and a battery site within a mile radius of my
house.

This increased noise, traffic, pollution and destroyed the gravel road and our quality of life.
This road subsequently had to be rebuilt at what cost as there was no road use agreement in
place.

My family farm has been in your County for close to 100 years. We love where we live. We
live here for a quiet rural life. Not to be living in an industrial area. When I built my new
house the rules were 100 metres from property line.  So I am expected to follow these rules
to build a home from my neighbour yet you believe a noisy, pollutant can be placed next to me
under 400 metres from the corner of my house, not from my property line, that makes
absolutely no sense to me.

Many of the fields surrounding my farm are owned by people who do not live here. Therefore,
why would they care if they have resources they can make money on. They will not have to
live next to their rural quiet life being destroyed.

Many of my neighbours have cattle and horses, having a resource extraction close to these
animals will also affect their wellbeing with noise, traffic and pollution.



As a resident I am not in favour of reducing any setbacks from their current level. And I urge
Council to reconsider treating residents as first and second class citizens based on the 800 vs
400 setback and make all 800.

The DC district concerns me. While I understand the need for obtaining resources, it makes
me very uncomfortable as a resident that any current or future Council can determine this on a
case by case basis. I believe DC districts are to make rules more stingent not to make them
more flexible?  While you are making them more stringent for noise etc.  you are making it
potentially more flexible with reduced setbacks.

Regarding the CAP levy I am interested to see how this has been distributed within the County
for the past 3-5 years? I do not think many groups are aware of this funding so I am glad that
you are including a refreshed communicaton plan around this.

Unfortunately I will not be able to make the Public Hearing due to prior committments. I hope
you take my written submission concerns seriously.

Respectfully
Diane Pysmeny
Resident and Farmer in Division 6















March 9, 2023 

 
Bylaw 1607/22: Resource Extraction Regulatory Review 
Public Hearing – March 16, 2023 
 

Dear Sturgeon County Council and Administration, 

Sil Industrial Minerals is a member of Sureway Construction Group of Companies, and is western 

Canada’s largest proppant producer, maintaining numerous privately owned and leased land 

investments in Sturgeon County for the intended purpose of natural resource extraction. Yellowhead 

Aggregates is a related entity within the Sureway Group, with land holdings near Villeneuve for the 

purpose of gravel extraction.  

We thank-you for the opportunity to be heard in regards to the Resource Extraction Regulatory Review 

(RERR) in Sturgeon County, and the resulting proposed bylaw changes. 

We are pleased that the proposed bylaw changes recognize the significant variability in resource 

extraction operations throughout the County, whether they’re related to gravel extraction and/or 

processing, or silica sand extraction, by implementing a method in which impacts of an activity can be 

assessed on a case by case basis. We feel this is a critical recognition when implementing good 

governance, as there truly is no “one size fits all” approach to policies surrounding an industry such as 

resource extraction, and its development within the municipality. 

However, the proposed bylaw provides very little certainty for industry operators, landowners, and 

neighbors alike regarding expectations around what applications will be approved. While we recognize 

there are many different potential outcomes that were considered as part of this review, it seems that 

the proposed bylaw change may simply implement more stringent performance standards, leaving 

operators with additional red tape and permitting challenges, with no certainty or expectation around 

what may or may not be accepted and approved. Alternatively, this leaves residents wondering how 

close an operation may be developed adjacent to their house. Further, this begs the question how 

similar applications may be treated by different councils and administrations in the future. 

We understand that countless outcomes were considered over the course of the RERR, and again 

emphasize the importance of recognizing that each natural resource extraction activity is different and 

subject to varying environmental, social, and logistical conditions. However, in order to provide some 

certainty for operators and landowners, a system that provides defined setbacks under specific 

operating conditions could instead be considered. 

An example of this system might look like the following: 

- Implement a “Restricted Use Zone” defined as 300m from the outside wall of any dwelling 

(including multi-lot subdivisions), to ensure all residents are addressed equally. 

- Define operating conditions and performance standards for extraction and reclamation with the 

“Restricted Use Zone” 

o This would ensure residents have certainty that secondary processing such as crushing 

and screening would not occur within 300m from their residence. This would also allow 



crushing to occur on a site where currently, multiple adjacent residences each with 

400m setbacks could effectively sterilize a property. 

o Implement limited operating hours for activities within the “Restricted Use Zone” to 

provide clear and consistent expectations for operating hours adjacent to neighboring 

land uses. 

This outcome would provide understanding on what types of activities would be considered within 

certain distances from residences and would define expectations around operating hours within those 

setbacks. The outcome would also provide for flexibility of expectations pertaining to different types of 

natural resource extractions, with varying environmental, social, and logistical conditions.   

We appreciate the work that Sturgeon County has undertaken to prepare information and engage and 

consult with stakeholders, and further we appreciate the County’s recognition that reviewing the 

existing policies regarding natural resource extraction is imperative to ensuring a responsible economic 

future within Sturgeon County. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Laura Cline 
Land and Environment Manager 
Sil Industrial Minerals/Yellowhead Aggregates 



From: Phil Soetaert
To: Legislative Services
Subject: Subject: Support for Resource
Date: March 13, 2023 2:18:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach
out to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

>
> To whom it may concern:
>
> This letter is to express my support for the proposed by-laws revision that would provide for the direct control of
resource extraction in Sturgeon County. I believe it’s called Resource Extraction - Direct Control (DC-RE1).
>
> With the diminishing supply of gravel resources in the county I think that we need to move away from a cookie
cutter approach with predetermined setbacks for all properties to one that provides more flexibility. The existing
400/800 M setbacks could remain as the default but with the flexibility to review applications for smaller setbacks.
>
> Currently some  properties including smaller parcels have setbacks that would provide an area too small for gravel
companies to consider feasible for extraction. Reducing the setback would make it more feasible and help to
maximize this resource.
>
> I think that, as representatives of the County’s residents you need to ensure the best use of this limited resource
and maximize its benefits while it is still available. Levies, taxes, employment, and even things like gravel for
County roads are going to be impacted in the near future.
>
> Please present this letter for consideration at the upcoming meeting.
>
Please reply to this email with confirmation that it was received.

> Phil Soetaert



From: LEANNE COSBY
To: Legislative Services
Subject: Public Hearings - Resource Extraction Bylaws
Date: March 14, 2023 9:11:56 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach out
to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

Sturgeon County,

We are 100% against the extraction project being in our backyard because of the dust (health
reasons -asthma), noise, water table as we have our own well and what will it do to our
property value.  Our property is the most southernly in Waterdale Park, which puts us the
closest to this project.  We have wildlife (deer,moose,rabbits,etc.) that comes out everyday
from that property.  This will be gone once they start cutting the trees and digging those
godforsaken pits and start the extraction process.  This wildlife has been here for years and
doesn't seem right they should suffer for the sake of money.  We live here because of the
peace and quiet.  If this extraction project was to proceed it will definitely affect our quality of
life.   I'm sure no one else would accept this project in their back yard or any other acreage
development ... would you?

We would like an email response that this has been read and by whom.

Jan & Leanne Cosby



RE: Public Hearing March 15, 2023, Amendments to Land Use Bylaw 1385/17 

Dear Councillors: 

Please accept this written submission with respect to the proposed Amendments to Land Use Bylaw 
1385/17. Regarding this matter, it has come to my attention that the County is considering amendments 
and new rules for resource extraction – a framework of rules that are more than thirty (30) years old. 

I wholeheartedly believe that these amendments provide a tremendous opportunity for the County to 
ensure the continued effective and efficient stewardship of the finite sand and gravel resources that 
have become ubiquitous with Sturgeon County and, in particular, the Calahoo-Villeneuve region for 
decades. 

As these resources become depleted within the region, it is crucial that the County maintain best 
practices for extraction by ensuring measures that mitigate the impact on Sturgeon County’s residents 
and stakeholders. Measures such as noise and dust control, water monitoring, limited hours of 
operation and measured use of transportation corridors ensure that the balance between quality of life 
for Sturgeon County’s residents and the economic benefits derived from resource extraction is not only 
maintained but enhanced. 

It is readily apparent that resource extraction within the Calahoo – Villeneuve region has a substantial 
economic impact throughout the County. Whether by jobs, or the direct pecuniary benefit of the 
Community Aggregate Payment (CAP) levy contributions, this particular industry has contributed 
significantly to the social fabric of our community and our County has always ensured that a fair share of 
the economic benefit is directed towards community initiatives, programs and services and overall 
revenue necessary to keep taxes low and infrastructure maintained. 

One particular aspect that I believe is necessary to revisit are the buffer zones and setbacks, which are of 
course a significant component of the resource extraction framework. As presently defined, resource 
extraction is completely prohibited if the proposed extraction site is within 800 metres of multiple 
residential dwellings. In contrast, the buffer zone or setback is limited to 400 metres in the event of a 
single residential dwelling. 

Respectfully, I find that this distinction between the two zones to be an arbitrary one. If 400 metres is 
deemed a sufficient distance to mitigate the impacts of extraction from a single residence, why would a 
doubling of that distance be required simply because there are multiple residences in a particular 
vicinity? This question of course presumes operators that are community stakeholders who follow and 
adhere to industry best practices and standards to ensure minimal disruption from extraction activities 
for nearby residents. 

Undoubtedly, a broad stroke approach as is currently in use with the 800 meter setback has 
unnecessarily sterilized a vast quantity of extractable resources and arbitrarily rendered the viability of 
many projects within the County as uneconomic. 

Before passing judgment on whether these setbacks should be amended, it is a worthwhile endeavor to 
consider the approach that other County’s within our Province have taken. I have done such research 
and have found the following notable examples that I would wish this honourable Council take into 
consideration: (1) Parkland County’s bylaws require a setback of 300 metres between any multi-parcel 
residential subdivision and sand and / or gravel developments (please see attached Exhibit “A” for 
reference); (2) Yellowhead County likewise requires a minimum separation of 300 metres between 
aggregate resource extraction and the nearest wall of an approved and occupied residential dwelling 
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March 8, 2023 
 
To:  Mayor, Council and Administration Sturgeon County 
 
Re: Sturgeon County Bylaw 1607/22 and 1608/22 - Proposed Resource Extraction Changes. 
 
Decades of ignoring the integration of ‘environmental legislation’ at the earliest stages of municipal land 
use planning and development identifies environmental prejudice against all Canadians! This injustice 
is a national issue! Who will be held accountable for this abhorrent lack of democratic economic land-
use decision-making? 
 
“Ecocide the unlawful or wanton acts committed with knowledge that there is a substantial likelihood 
of severe and either widespread or long-term damage to the environment being caused by those 
acts.”  
 
Ongoing concerns from citizens: 

• “we must not mine or dewater aquifers”, “no approval of mining below the water table” 

• “we are worried about the effect of the pit on our well”,  

• “in the mid 60’s our well was plentiful enough for the family household needs” 

• “after the gravel pits came into the area the water table dropped, eventually the wells went dry” 

•  “several wells have gone dry due to dewatering”, “ our neighbours people had to dig new wells” 

• “due to gravel pits from pumping water out of the water table”, “no approval of dewatering”  

• “since the gravel pit moved in across from us the water table could not produce enough” 

• “the water table fell, the well went dry and a cistern had to be installed”, “incurred costs to     

  transport water for household and agricultural use” 

• “water is very important for livestock, people, plants and nothing can live without water” 

• “hours of operation should not include weekends, nights and holiday” 

• “unacceptable ongoing noise from traffic, equipment, hauling and crushers” 

• “reclamation has not been proven; similar land capability including hydrology (natural function) as 

  described in the Alberta Reclamation Regulation”, 

• “reduced setbacks must not be approved” 

• “Why is environmental legislation for the protection of public land and/or public water bodies’ 

  management pursuant to s 60 of the Municipal Government Act ‘not applicable’ and/or ‘absent’ 

  from land use decisions, plans and bylaws?” 

 

Land use planning and development must not be considered complete without the ‘direction, control 

and management’ of water. 
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In 1971 the Environment Conservation Authority 1971 reported to the hearings where serious 

reductions in the flow rates, quantity and quality of major waterways were attributed to strip 

mining activities in the region and in headwaters. The most frequently expressed concern with 

mining centres on water quality and quantity. In many cases where adverse affects on a 

waterway were cited, the involvement of strip mining operation was fairly obvious. Other 

important environmental impacts that concerned many of the participants were the destruction 

of wildlife habitats and the lowering of aesthetic values. Groundwater flow patterns are 

disrupted by strip mining. Both physical and chemical water quality are affected by strip mining. 
Recommendations from the public hearing identified absolutely no mining operations 

permitted within one kilometre of a watercourse.  

 

According to a study by Dr. Jon Fennel, M.Sc., Ph.D., P Geol. Hydrogeologist and Geochemist in 2021 

identifies cumulative development impacts of similar activities and risks of adverse impacts of strip 

mining (sand and gravel) activities to groundwater/aquifers. The fact is the reason for the recommended 

1.6 kilometer development setback (at a minimum) and maintenance of a vertical 4 metre buffer zone 

above the water table for any pit development within 1.6 kilometer of that development setback. The 

sole purpose of this is to maintain the quality of groundwater sustaining the springs and supporting 

aquatic habitat reliant on the delivery of good quality water of stable temperature. Such a development 

buffer will also protect the quality of groundwater for nearby households and farms reliant on water 

wells for their everyday needs. In 2021, Alberta Environment has requested another municipality to 

consider these recommendations as a means of mitigating cumulative impacts. This can be achieved 

through prudent land use planning and decision-making within the Sturgeon River Watershed. 

 

The disturbing consequences of strip mining activities in Alberta have been described as: 

• land use plans and/or bylaws “fostering a healthy environment” as ‘not applicable’ and/or ‘absent’;  

• a perceived or apparent failure to uphold the law and/or conflict of interest;  

• having left a massive cleanup of the destroyed natural infrastructure ecosystem services over 50 plus 

years;  

• AB ENV identified negative impacts of dewatering cone of depression extends eight kilometres away; 

• lack of enforcement actions taken;  inefficient reclamation inspections;  

• reclamation not actively monitored and/or proven to function naturally upon completion; 

• ignoring environmental legislation  s.60 of the MGA and the other enactments during land use 

planning decisions, plans and bylaws; 
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• Lac Ste Ann County resident received a phone call in the spring of 2022 from Division 1 Councillor, 

about a development approved by Alberta Environmental and Lac Ste Anne County. There was a 

significant uncontrollable breach to groundwater aquifer at TWP 544 and RR 20, resulting in the 

permanent abandonment of the strip mining activity; 

• no evaluation of reclamation and a lack of data;  

• a significant risk that asset values had been overstated;  

• risk of companies not being able to meet reclamation obligations;  

• the risk of paying substantial amounts of ‘public money’; and 

• record breaking profits to shareholders. 

 

Importance of the Protection of Public Lands and/ or Public Water Bodies Management: 

The Canadian Geological Society indicates groundwater provides drinking water to about 80% of the 

rural Canadian population and aquifers are under threat by human interference. Direction, control and 

management of public lands and/or public water bodies, surface and groundwater water bodies’ quality, 

quantity and natural functions are central to protect, conserve and/or safeguard ecosystems for future 

generations.  

 

According to Environment and Climate Change Canada many aboriginal peoples of Canada believe that 

one must consider the impact of any decision on one's children, grandchildren, and great 

grandchildren seven generations hence to ensure that their needs can be accommodated in the 

future. Sustainable development has been defined by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the 

Environment as "development which ensures that the utilization of resources and the environment 

today does not damage prospects for their use by future generations". For example, industrial 

development on a river may involve activities that seriously damage our soil, water, and atmospheric 

systems.  

 

Further to the above paragraph, to make the development "sustainable", environmental, social, and 

economic planning cannot proceed independently of each other. They must be integrated. Our water 

resources must be developed in harmony with the natural ecosystem so that neither the water resource 

nor the plant and animal life dependent on it are depleted or destroyed for short-term gain and at the 

expense of future generations. Long-term economic growth depends on a healthy environment.  
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2019 Auditor General of Alberta Report for Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP)  

In the 2008, 2014 and 2019 audits for the Management of Sand and Gravel Pits identify reclamation, 

inspection, enforcement processes and security remain inadequate. Key findings in 2019: (1) no 

enforcement actions taken; (2) reclamation inspections inefficient; (3) reclamation not actively 

monitored and/or proven to function naturally upon completion on pits operated by government; and 

(4) no evaluation of reclamation and a lack of data. In conclusion, AEP did not implement their own 

recommendations to improve processes regarding inspecting of sand and gravel strip mines on public 

land, and to enforce and/or improve reclamation requirements.  

 

Municipalities & Public Land and/or Public Water bodies’ Management: 

Discretion should be used to promote the policies and object of the constituting statute. Conversely, 

discretion must not be used to frustrate or thwart the intent of the Act, or to achieve a purpose not 

contemplated by the Act. A decision maker must not act on “extraneous, irrelevant and collateral 

considerations”; it must consider all relevant factors as mandated by the enabling statute to fulfill its 

statutory duties. 

 

In application of the Public Lands Act s. 2 (1)(2), All public land is under the administration of the 

Minister, except that public land that is, by virtue of any other Act under the administration of 

another Minister of the Crown.  Also, the Public Lands Act s. 2(3), ‘dispositions’ are in every respect 

subject to this Act and the regulations made under this Act. 

 

The Alberta Public Lands Act describes ‘water bodies’ as  the bed and shores all permanent and 

naturally occurring bodies of water, and all naturally occurring rivers, streams, watercourses and lakes.  

Prohibitions s. 54, “no person shall cause, permit or suffer…” the text clearly describes the requirement 

to not cause or allow damage to public land and/or public water (bodies) or adjacent land. (surface and 

ground water quality and quantity) 

 

Alberta Public Health Act, Nuisance and General Sanitation Regulation,  Prohibitions, s. 2, “no person 

shall maintain a watercourse in a condition that is or might become injurious or dangerous to public 

health” (surface and ground water quality and quantity) 

 

The Alberta Water Act states, “water means all water on or under the surface of the ground, whether in 

liquid or solid state” and “all water is vested in right of the crown”; NOT Alberta Environment. Given the 

ubiquity of groundwater-surface water exchange, it is more important to view groundwater and surface 
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water as a single resource.  The Water Act defines ‘body of water’ as any location where water flows or 

is present, whether or not the flow or the presence of water is continuous, intermittent or occurs only 

during a flood, and includes but is not limited to wetlands and aquifers.   

The Alberta Municipal Government Act (MGA) is councils and administrators job description. It lays the 

foundation for how municipalities operate, function, and how citizens can participate with their 

municipalities. The MGA is the legislation framework in which all municipalities must operate and is one 

of the most significant and far reaching statues in Alberta. The MGA affects all Albertans, the private 

sector and all ministries in the Alberta Government. Pursuant to S. 60 of the Municipal Government Act 

(MGA) “subject to any other enactment, a municipality has the direction, control and management of 

the bodies of water within the municipality, including the air space above and the ground below”.  

The disregard and failure to integrate the ‘direction, control and management’ of public lands and/or 

public water bodies’, surface and groundwater water bodies’ quality, quantity, natural functions and/or 

ecosystem services at the earliest stage of land use planning ignores the public good, redirects private 

and/or personal interests, and undermines legislation designed to ensure our water resources are safe, 

healthy and well-managed for current and future generations. 

The purposeful neglect to environmental land use planning, management and legislation discredits 

and/or marginalizes public input and implies political interference and/or bureaucratic malfeasance.  

Municipal land use planning, creates a manifestation and identifies deliberate subversion of 

environmental laws, land use planning and subordinates the public interest to developer’s demands. 

This ‘strategy’ combines a high degree of strategic willfulness with a high level of disconnect (blindness). 

Subversion: 

Environmental legislation rewritten and definitions changed identify inconsistencies with municipal 

bylaws, provincial/ federal laws and purposely establish tertium quid to obstruct, pervert, and defeat 

the course of justice to purposely create political and/or personal gain. 

Breach of Trust by Government: 

Public trust is the principle that natural resources are maintained and preserved for the common good 

identifies public ownership of the water, surface and ground water, waterbodies. This ‘natural capital’ 

must be safeguarded and well managed for current and future generations. The concept of public trust 

includes the belief; all individuals in society must hold the interests of society above their own. 
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Municipal governments are required to take an official oath of office. Mayors and councilors 

swear or promise to diligently, faithfully, and to the best of their ability fulfill the duties of the 

office to which they have been elected and that means they ‘shall uphold the law’ established 

by the Parliament of Canada, the Legislature of Alberta and the bylaws adopted by council. 

Knowingly and purposely failing to integrate ‘environmental legislation’ for ‘public land and/or public 

water bodies’ management’ into land-use decisions, plans and bylaws is a ‘flagrant breach of trust’, 

identifying culpability.  

In Conclusion: 

Our municipal governments must act now. The subversion of environmental protection of water, surface 

and groundwater, aquifers must cease and those responsible for failing to protect public lands and/or 

public water bodies quality, quantity, natural functions and/or ecosystem services at the earliest stages 

of land use planning decisions, plans and bylaws must be held to account.  

Suborn self-interest is not acting in good faith; not in the public interest; but pretends greater public 

interest!  

We must not support the referenced proposed land use changes as presented! 

Sturgeon River Watershed/Aquifer concerned citizens: 

Ian Skinner 

Calvin Verbeek 

Mike Northcott 

Maureen Kwolick 

Stacey Hagen 

Mark Hagen 

Cavell Stanley 

Rod Nicholson 

Larry Schindel 

Norm Sanders 

Ron Hubsure 

Marina Ursulak 
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John Kiss 

Dan Townes 

Louis Verbeek 

Tom McKinnon 

Gerald Boyko 

Eric Tophar 

Judy Mohr 

Shauna Verbeek 

Terry Girouard 

Milrod Pajic 





 

2/3 

Since the establishment of this provision under the Calahoo-Villeneuve Area Structure 
Plan in 2001, Heidelberg Materials has successfully operated within reduced setbacks to 
several residents with their written consent to prevent the sterilization of hundreds of 
thousands of tonnes of sand and gravel, develop unique mitigations, and improve 
reclamation outcomes. We believe that, in some situations, this provision can efficiently 
support the responsible development of aggregate resources without the need for 
expanded impact assessment and monitoring requirements as proposed in the DC – RE 1 
Resource Extraction – Direct Control District 1. 
 

➢ Suggestion: Maintain clause 11.2.4 (c)(ii) in the Land Use Bylaw as an option for 
operators and residents to consider within the RE – Resource Extraction District. 
This would still allow for redistricting to the RE – Resource Extraction District 
within 400m of individual dwellings if the resident and operator can come to an 
individual agreement. 
 

• The setbacks in the RE district are unequally applied to single dwellings and multi-lot 
subdivisions. Heidelberg Materials is aligned with other comments summarized in the 
“What We Heard Report” in that our preference is for consistent and reasonable setbacks. 
Applying larger setbacks to multi-lot subdivisions is arbitrary and unnecessary. 
 

➢ Suggestion: Change the setbacks from multi-lot subdivisions in the RE district so 
they are equivalent to the setbacks from single dwellings.  

 
b) Community Communications 

• Heidelberg Materials is committed to being a good neighbour. Engaging with local 
communities helps us to understand and address the social and environmental impact of 
our operations which helps ensure our activities are sustainable and have a positive 
impact on local communities.   
 
Overall, we are supportive of the community communication requirements proposed by 
Bylaw 1607/22; however, we noticed some duplication that may fatigue the community. 
Sections 11.2.15 and 11.3.12 require both annual community events and semi-annual 
landowner communications.  
 

➢ Suggestion: Revise Sections 11.2.15 and 11.3.12 to require site-specific 
community engagement plan, in a form acceptable to the Development 
Authority.  

 
c) Approval Timelines 

• Sections 11.2.16 and 11.3.16 indicate that Development Permits for natural resource 
extraction and secondary processing will be issued for five years and will require a 
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renewal every five years thereafter until a reclamation certificate is received from the 
Provincial Government. This is a very short timeframe given the lifespan of pits in the 
municipality is closer to ten years and the reclamation certificate process alone takes at 
least three years. Frequent renewals are fatiguing to the community and require 
significant County and industry resources. If the land use has been approved and the 
operator is meeting the conditions of their permit, we do not see the value in frequent 
permit renewal processes. Industry requires certainty of operating conditions for the 
duration of their operation.  
 

➢ Suggestion: Revise Sections 11.2.16 and 11.3.16 to reflect a more appropriate 
approval timeline. Heidelberg Materials suggests removing the time limit on 
development permits is more appropriate and aligns with provincially issued 
approvals and adjacent municipalities. The development permit application 
should provide an estimated lifespan expectancy which can be considered during 
the initial development permit review and approval.  
 

Thank-you for the opportunity to provide comments. If you require clarification, please feel free to contact 
the undersigned.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 
  

Dale Soetaert 
Land Manager, AB & NE.BC 
Heidelberg Materials 
Phone: 780-423-6307 
Email: dale.soetaert@heidelbergmaterials.com 

Lauren Greenhough 
Environment & Sustainability Manager, N.AB & NE.BC 
Heidelberg Materials 
Phone: 780-420-2552 
Email: lauren.greenhough@heidelbergmaterials.com 

 

 

 





From: Carlee Caouette
To: Legislative Services
Cc: Planning & Development
Subject: Resource extraction
Date: March 15, 2023 12:38:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach out
to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

Hello

As a resident of Waterdale Park, I am against the extraction of resources that is proposes. 
Reasons being, this will decrease our property values. What would be done to compensate us
financially for this.  Also, there will be an increase in dust that this is going to cause. This will
affect the health of us and our children.  My son already has allergies to dust and has asthma,
this is going to make his breathing on a day to day basis worse.  Also, there can be long term
health effects of breathing in dust. If this goes through, I will be getting everyone in the area to
get a baseline pulmonary function test. 

Caouette

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.



From: Rick Reid
To: Legislative Services
Subject: Resource Extraction - Bylaw 1607/22, Public Hearing March 15 / 2023
Date: March 15, 2023 1:46:29 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender, and know the content is safe. If you are unsure of the contents of this email, please reach out
to IT at ISSupport@sturgeoncounty.ca

To: Mayor - A Hnatiw and Councillors -  D Derouin, K Toms, M Mclennan, N Comeau, D
Stang and J Berry

As county residents and landowners / stakeholders in division 6 of Sturgeon County, we have
been following the proposed Resource Extraction bylaw review since its onset, although it has
been a long and at times frustrating experience. We are pleased to see the proposed bylaw
recommendations in Bylaw 1607/22.

It is noted that the content in this proposed bylaw will keep and enhance the current
qualifications / criteria for Resource Extraction in the county as well as addressing the
possibility of specific (reduced setbacks) on a case by case basis. ref. DC - RE 1 Resource
Extraction - Direct Control 1.

 For stakeholders such as ourselves, whom have resources (sand) on our property we fully
support the county moving ahead to implement this bylaw. 

By implementing this bylaw the Sturgeon County residents as a whole should see many
benefits, some of which include, more stringent environmental controls, tighter restrictions on
the time line of mining operations before restoration / reclamation is implemented and
completed, reduced costs of moving Gravel and Sand resources longer distances, as well as
enhanced Tax / Royalty Revenue.

In many cases the land sites, once restored will be of greater value for Agriculture,
Recreational and or even Residential usage. 

 
It is our hope that there will be considerable support in the county to move this bylaw approval
process to a positive result. 

Sincerely

Rick and Beverley Reid


















